Introduction
Today, thanks to the growing popularity of Manchu studies, the aspiring Manjurist can find texts and colleagues in dozens of cities outside of China, from Seattle to Leuven to Melbourne. The prospects were considerably grimmer during the era she hopes to study. At the height of the Manchu literary enterprise in the eighteenth century, meaningful book collections might have existed in five non-Qing cities: Paris, Rome, St. Petersburg, Hansŏng (Seoul), and Edo (Tokyo). This list is entirely speculative. Existing bibliographies of Western collections make little effort to discern the date of accession of the texts they catalog; this makes it difficult to distinguish between collections formed in the era of nineteenth-century imperial orientalism, when acquisitions were broad-based and indiscriminate, and those of the eighteenth, when they were much more circumscribed.
2 Etienne Fourmont's published 1739 catalog of the Paris collections is one of our few opportunities to get a glimpse of Manchu book culture as it arrived in Enlightenment Europe. 3 The French Royal Library, owing to the well-funded efforts of the French Jesuits at the Beitang 北堂 mission compound in Beijing, contained the largest gathering of Chinese books in Europe. Manchu was a somewhat different story. Fourmont lists only six "codices tartarici" and one bilingual edition, but more were certainly acquired in the decades after 1739. At that point, its Russian competitor at the Imperial Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg was hardly better off, with only a handful of books acquired from Jesuit correspondents and chance deliveries. Within fifteen years, the situation was completely different. The Russian capital was suddenly home to dozens of Manchu and bilingual publications of every conceivable variety, from pamphlets to reference works and multivolume histories. This was a process unusually well-documented in archival sources. At the St. Petersburg Branch of the Archive of the Academy of Sciences (SPF ARAN), a series of catalogs from the 1740s and after traces how and why each book was acquired and, to some extent, even what happened to it in later years. This forms the prehistory of Julius von Klaproth's 1810 catalog of this library, published by Hartmut Walravens in 1988 , and helps eliminate the gap Walravens identifies for the eighteenth-century period. 4 The purpose of this essay is twofold. On the one hand, it contains a translation of every catalog of Manchu and Chinese books I have been able to find at SPF ARAN, making them available in English and in published form for the first time. On the other, it places each of them within its historical context, forming a history of Manchu book collecting at the eighteenth-century Academy of Sciences.
5 Early Russian Manjuristics and its associated library practices were not just unusually substantial for their time. They were distinct in their guiding principles and institutional structure from the Jesuit projects that typically draw the attention of East Asian book historians.
6 As I will suggest, the contingent circumstances of Manchu studies at the Academy helped to create a link between the strategic and intellectual priorities of the post-Petrine Russian state and the creation of the Manchu-oriented subfield of nineteenth-century European orientalism. This link took the form of books.
Rossokhin launches the collection, 1741
The man almost singlehandedly responsible for founding the study of Manchu in the Russian Empire was a Siberian priest's son named Larion Rossokhin. He arrived in Beijing as part of the Russian Ecclesiastical Mission in 1729 at the age of twelve and stayed there for over a decade, quickly learning the languages and making his way around the city. 7 As a student, he was not a religious functionary; his primary role was to learn enough Manchu to serve in the College of Foreign Affairs as a translator for RussoQing diplomatic correspondence. This he was able to practice at the Lifanyuan 理藩院, where he was set to work translating letters from Russia in his spare time. Although he was not expected to purchase books, he began to accumulate a large collection, which came in handy when he was appointed to the Academy of Sciences upon his return to Russia in 1741. The first catalog, compiled when Rossokhin sold his books to the Academy Library, records part of the contents of this collection, along with the prices Rossokhin claimed he had paid for each publication. A tael of Qing silver was worth a stable 1.2 rubles in the eighteenth century, so in theory this could represent a unique window into the book market of Yongzheng-era Beijing. Unfortunately, the drastically lower valuations given in the posthumous catalog of his remaining books (see below) suggest that the young man might have been marking up his books to take advantage of the fact that no one in St. Petersburg was in a position to gainsay him. This suspicion is further confirmed by comparing Rossokhin's prices to those reported by Timkovskii in 1821, which are drastically lower for roughly identical printings.
8 They are nonetheless valuable indications in relative terms. The fact that a five-volume set of Han i araha wargi amargi toktobuha bodohon cost forty times more than a bilingual copy of the Qian zi wen 千字文 may not be surprising, considering the ubiquity of the latter item. But it is more revealing that Chinese-only books seem to have consistently cost less than Manchu even considering their more compact volume-and given the fact that they were purchased in the heart of Manchu territory in Beijing's Inner City. It is a clear indication of the premium that any Qing subject hoping to maintain literacy in Manchu needed to pay with each newly-acquired text. In 1747, the Academy suffered a catastrophic fire, which destroyed a number of precious Qing books and artifacts, including, apparently, much of Rossokhin's own collection. The next year Rossokhin submitted a memorandum in which he described how he had "procured newly published Qing books on historical, civil, and other subjects from various ranks of people," offering to sell these to the library. The people involved were likely the personnel of a caravan that had just returned from Beijing, including a number of students who were engaged in translating some of these books (like Ivan Bykov, who was working on the three conquest dynasty histories). 9 These books were, of course, hardly "newly published"-unless Rossokhin meant "newly reprinted"-since many of them dated to the large-scale Manchu codification enterprises of the Kangxi era.
This collection seems to have established the basis for the library's subsequent focus on strategically relevant knowledge-historical, legal, military, and geographical works-as opposed to the classics and religion that had formed the mainstay of the 9. RGADA, f. 181, n. 421. The initial "gu" in the transcription of some of these titles is not reflected in the associated Chinese characters. The suggestion has been made that this is 故, "of the late [emperor]," which seems plausible as the character would not have appeared on the title page.
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In the catalog, this character is written with an incorrect middle portion.
earlier Jesuit-supplied collection. This went hand-in-hand with a focus on Manchu, as documents relating to Qing policy were far more likely to be either Manchu or bilingual, whereas classics and commentaries were more likely to be in Chinese. Gathering the books Rossokhin collected represented a much more systematic investment in Manchu historical works than the library had hitherto attempted. The twenty-fourvolume Dz jy tung giyan g'ang mu bithe was now the largest Manchu or Chinese work the library had ever possessed. New work from the Jellatschitsch caravan, 1755-1757
Rossokhin had another opportunity to augment the collection in the mid-1750s when the last official Russian caravan went to China. Accompanying it was a doctor named Franz Jellatschitsch (Jelačič), who was hired to act as a kind of procurement agent for the Academy. Although books constituted a minority of the goods he was asked to bring back, Rossokhin provided him with an extensive catalog of acquisitions. In compiling this he drew mostly on Fourmont's 1739 catalog of the Paris collections, perhaps deliberately aiming to improve the library's Chinese-language holdings as opposed to its Manchu ones. Jellatschitsch, perhaps with some assistance from the Beijing-trained caravan director Aleksei Vladykin, was remarkably successful, obtaining copies of almost all the requested books (the successful acquisitions are marked with a + here Price as assigned by Rossokhin.
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Title as rendered in Manchu script.
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Russian transcription and translation of title. 
Rossokhin's posthumous library
Larion Rossokhin died in 1761 at the age of forty-four, leaving behind a wife and son. Although his wife managed to obtain a generous stipend from the Academy, she also found multiple other ways of monetizing her late husband's expertise. One of these was selling the books found at his house to the Academy Library. Although in some cases she apparently sold the library's own books back to it, it is clear that Rossokhin had kept many of his original Beijing purchases for himself instead of handing them over to the Academy. The fact that the total was verified by two officials with significant Chinese and Manchu expertise as being only thirty-two rubles may imply that Rossokhin was marking up the price earlier, that his books were all small pamphlets (as a significant subset clearly were), or that they were in such poor condition that they were no longer as valuable. Likely each of these factors played a role. Nonetheless, despite the imprecision of their descriptions, these specimens of High Qing ephemeral printing are in some ways unique: for instance, they provide our only evidence that the famous Eating Crabs Youth Book was in fact much older than previously believed. Gradually, the orderly collection described by this catalog began to fray around the edges, and finally in the 1790s the Academy librarian Ivan Busse decided to update it. The resulting "catalogus librorum sinicorum" was actually published in Busse's own Germanlanguage Journal von Russland (vol. 2, 1794) but here I have translated the archival version from Russian instead, whose observations on missing collection items facilitate tracking individual manuscripts as they moved through the decades. The printed German text, together with a preface not present here, was previously published by Hartmut Walravens. 
Catalogus librorum sinicorum 15
In compiling this Catalog of Chinese and Manchu Books, I took as a basis a catalog compiled in 1766 by the well-known translator of those languages, Leont'ev, which I used to once more bring into order the books that had since then fallen into chaos, as far as this was possible given my lack of knowledge in that language, following the numbers, sizes, and Chinese characters. Thus it is possible that in the future someone who knows these languages may find that they do not agree with those indicated in the Catalogs, and I myself am aware of several: The compositions listed in the catalog under the following numbers can also be considered incomplete: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 15, 16, 18, 21, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 33; for others, although there may be many of them and more than the number of missing notebooks may be found, due to the absence of inscriptions on them and due to their totally different headings in Russian, they cannot be distinguished.
Moreover, there are also eighteen other books, of which 10 and 5 seem to belong together due to the size and similarity of their Chinese headings. From this excess someone knowledgeable might compensate for the larger portion of the aforementioned gaps. Due to this, I have not excluded the missing compositions from the Catalog and noted them here only in case I should have to answer for them in the future.
As far as Mongolian and Tibetan books and images are concerned, it seems to me that the largest and best portion of these was given to the Academy by the Mongolian and Tibetan translator Jaehrig, during his residence here between 1788 and 1790; they are all found through Nos. 1-4, or rather, 1-25, No. 32-49 of images.
Of those first No. 1-4, or better 1-24, Shigimuni, on the right side: "25 total figures depicted in one image": I never found these and could not ask about them, because M. Jaehrig delivered the books and images to me in the summer of 1789, and the catalog shortly before his departure, in the winter of 1790. Meanwhile I found an image of a Mongol idol not listed in any catalog, in the middle of which there is a six-armed idol, apparently female, with many small heads around it, holding a trident in the upper left arm which goes behind the figure's back and whose other end is held by the upper right arm. At the top of the main figure there are two idols, red and yellow, a green one on the left, and blue and yellow idols below. Some of these figures are surrounded by wreaths of small heads. Although the number of heads in both small and large human figures, which includes three idol heads, totals twenty-five, it is nonetheless known that this is not the same image that Jaehrig describes. Meanwhile I have put it in the other's place until I have reliable information about it. M. Senior Grot, pastor of the local Lutheran church on Vasil'evskii Island, to whom I have sent J. Jaehrig's works for editing following the command of Her Highness Princess Dashkova, possesses other sheets in addition to the one listed under No. 32-49 in the catalog, which have not been listed; and maybe when M. Senior Grot finishes his labors, there may be others found among Jaehrig's manuscripts; in the same way I have entered into the Kunstkamera catalog, under the heading of Mongol books, several paintings in their frames, which belong there. In the appendix to the Mongol and Tibetan books, everything that the Academy library received from M. Jaehrig is indicated; most of those, especially the Tibetan works, do not belong together.
Finally the Japanese books were delivered to the Academy in part by the late State Councillor Laxman, in September 1791, in part by M. Dr. Schtitzer, doctor of the Dutch East India Company, in January 1795.
In 
